
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

October 25, 2016Date:

The Honorable City Council 
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall

To:

/tasjGary Lee Moore, PE, ENVSP, City Engineer 
Bureau of Engineering

From:

Seleta J. Reynolds’General Manager 
Department of Transportation

Subject: RESTORATION OF HISTORIC STREETCAR SERVICE IN DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES AND 
CERTIFICATION OF THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT - (COUNCIL FILE (C.F.) 
NO. EIR-16-011-BE)

SUMMARY

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Bureau of Engineering and the 
Department of Transportation, in cooperation with the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Authority 
(Metro) and the Los Angeles Streetcar Inc. (LASI), recommend that the City Council review, consider, 
and adopt the Final Restoration of Historic Streetcar Service in Downtown Los Angeles Environmental 
Impact Report and approve the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Certify that the Final Restoration of Historic Service in Downtown Los Angeles Streetcar (Project) 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (Transmittal No. 1), State Clearinghouse No. 2013011001, was 
completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA); that the Final EIR 
was presented to Council, as the decision-making body of the City of Los Angeles (City), and that the 
Final EIR reflects and expresses the City's independent judgment and analysis.

2. Adopt the CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations dated October 2016 
(Transmittal No. 2).

3. Adopt the Mitigation Monitoring Program (Transmittal No. 3).

4. Specify that the documents constituting the record of proceedings in this matter are in the custody 
of the City Clerk and in the files of the Department of Public Works (DPW), Bureau of Engineering 
(BOE), located at 1149 South Broadway, Suite 600, Los Angeles, CA 90015.

5. Approve the Project as described in the Final EIR and the recommended following project alternatives:

a. Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) - 7th Street Alignment without Grand Avenue Extension 
(Alternative 3).
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b. Inclusion of Grand Avenue Extension (Alternative 2) as an optional addition to the project, as 
long as it can be built within the budgetary constraints and requirements.

Maintenance Storage Facility (MSF) site located at the west side of Broadway between 2nd and 
3rd Streets (EIR Site 4).

c.

d. MSF site located at the southeast corner of 11th and Olive (EIR Site 2) as alternate to EIR Site 4. 
Should ultimate approval of that location be deemed appropriate.

Description & Alternatives Considered
The Project would construct and operate a streetcar route in Downtown Los Angeles, along a loop up to 
3.8 miles. The Project route would run along 1st Street, Broadway, 11th Street, Figueroa Street, 7th 
Street or 9th Street, and Hill Street. A Grand Avenue Extension is also being considered, west on 1st 
Street from Hill Street, then south on Grand Avenue to a terminal point north of 2nd Street. The 
streetcar would travel through several neighborhoods or districts within the Central City Community 
Plan area of the City including: Civic Center, Bunker Hill, Historic Core, Jewelry District, Financial District, 
South Park, Fashion District, and LA Live and the Convention Center. Electrically powered streetcars 
would traverse the alignment with stops and platforms.Traction Power substations (TPSS) would supply 
power to the streetcars' overhead contact systems (OCS).

Based on further development of the Project design, the number and placement of passenger boarding 
platforms and traction power substations are subject to final placement. A maintenance and storage 
facility (MSF) site would also be constructed as part of the Project. In summary, five project alternatives 
were considered and analyzed in the EIR. These include four build alternatives for the proposed Project 
and a No Project Alternative.

Environmental Impact Review Process
A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was issued on January 3, 2013 and, subsequently, a Community Scoping 
Meeting was held on January 23, 2013 at Caltrans/LADOT, 100 South Main Street, Los Angeles. In 
response to this NOP, the City received input from the neighboring community that was later 
incorporated in the Draft EIR for public review. The Draft EIR was released to the public on June 24, 
2016. After a 45-day review, several additional comments were received from individuals in the 
neighboring community, public agencies, local businesses and from non-profit organizations. A Public 
Hearing was held to receive input on the Draft EIR findings from the Public on July 12, 2016 at the Ron 
Deaton Auditorium. The review period ended on August 8, 2016.

Project Build Alternatives (2-5)
The four build-project alternatives (DEIR Alternatives 2-5) were studied in the Final EIR. These are as follows:

• Alternative 2: 7th Street with Grand Avenue Extension - The 7th Street with Grand Avenue 
Extension Alternative would construct and implement streetcar service along an alignment that 
would begin on Grand Avenue north of 2nd Street adjacent to the Disney Concert Hall, then 
continue northward until turning east on 1st Street. From 1st Street, the streetcar would turn 
south on Broadway, traveling to 11th Street where it would turn west and continue on to 
Figueroa Street. The streetcar would then turn north on Figueroa Street and travel to 7th Street, 
where it would turn east. From 7th Street, the streetcar would turn north on Hill Street, then
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continue back to 1st Street, completing the circuit by turning west on 1st Street to return to the 
streetcar stop on Grand Avenue.

• Alternative 3: 7th Street without Grand Avenue Extension - Alternative 3 would follow the 
same alignment as Alternative 2, with the exception that the Grand Avenue Extension would not 
be incorporated. Therefore, Hill and 1st Streets would be the terminal point, rather than Grand 
Avenue north of 2nd Street.

• Alternative 4: 9th Street with Grand Avenue Extension - The 9th Street with Grand Avenue 
Extension Alternative would follow the same alignment as the 7th Street with Grand Avenue 
Extension Alternative, but it would run eastbound on 9th Streetbetween Figueroa Street and Hill 
Street, rather than 7th Street. The project alignment would still begin and terminate on Grand 
Avenue, north of 2nd Street.

• Alternative 5: 9th Street without Grand Avenue Extension - Alternative 5 would follow the 
same alignment as Alternative 3, but it would run eastbound on 9th Street between Figueroa 
Street and Hill Street, rather than 7th Street.

Maintenance Storage Facility (MSF)
When not in operation, the proposed Project would require an MSF for secure storage of streetcar 
vehicles and regular light maintenance of the vehicles to keep them clean and in good operating 
condition. Four sites were originally identified. Sites 1 and 3 are no longer available due to recently- 
begun development activities. The MSF is currently planned at one of the two remaining potential sites:

1. The southwest corner of 11th and Olive Streets - No longer available.

2. The southeast corner of 11th and Olive Streets.

3. The northwest corner of Hill and 5th Streets - No longer available.

4. The west side of Broadway between 2nd and 3rd Streets - Recommended as part of the Locally 
Preferred Alternative, discussed below.

Advantages of Preferred Alternative
The recommended Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) for the Project is Alternative 3: 7th Street without 
Grand Avenue Extension. We also recommend that policy-makers approve an option to add the Grand 
Avenue Extension (i.e., adopt Alternative 2) if additional funding can be identified. This recommendation 
takes into account a variety of competing priorities, including environmental and economic impact, 
safety, accessibility, and funding.

According to the environmental analysis, the four proposed build alternatives would have roughly 
equivalent environmental impacts, with fewer overall traffic impacts associated with the 9th Street 
Alternative without Grand Avenue Extension (Alternative 5). However, given the potential conflict 
between bicycles and streetcar flangeway gaps, the designated bicycle lane on 7th Street is expected to 
result in improved bicyclist safety.
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The 7th Street alternative also provides direct connections to a larger number of destinations in 
downtown, including the 7th Street/Metro Center rail station, FIG at 7th and the Bloc shopping center, 
and the Wilshire Grand development currently in construction. Planned streetscape improvements on 
7th Street (unrelated to the Project) will also increase access and convenience for users of the streetcar. 
Streetscape improvements are currently not planned for 9th Street.

In the opening year 2020, projected ridership for the 7th Street Alternative without Grand Avenue 
Extension (Alternative 3) is higher than that of the 9th Street Alternative without Grand Avenue 
Extension (Alternative 5). The 7th Street Alternative approximates 4,123 daily trips and the 9th Street 
Alternative projects 3,851 trips per day, a difference of approximately 270 daily trips. The projected 
ridership for the 9th Street Alternative with Grand Avenue Extension (Alternative 4) is slightly higher in 
2020 than for the 7th Street Alternative with Grand Avenue Extension (Alternative 2), at 5,773 and 5,583 
respectively, a difference of 190 daily trips. As funding constraints leave the construction of the Grand 
Avenue Extension uncertain, the relative ridership benefits of the 9th Street Alternative may not be 
realized if this build alternative were to be pursued.

It is also recommended that policy-makers approve the proposed Broadway and 2nd Street Maintenance and 
Storage Facility (EIR Site 4) as the preferred MSF option. While the environmental impacts of the remaining 
potential MSF sites under consideration are approximately equivalent, preliminary engineering and design 
work independent of the EIR has identified operational limitations associated with the 11th Street and Olive 
Street (East) site (EIR Site 2). Sites 1 and 3 are currently under construction for mixed-use residential 
developments and are no longer under consideration as potential MSF locations.

Addressing Public Comment Concerns
The Final EIR addresses the public comments from the review period, identifies a recommended (locally 
preferred) alternative, contains the mitigation measures proposed and develops a Mitigation Monitoring 
Plan (Transmittal No. 2). In addition, the Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations 
(Transmittal No. 3) address the factors that resulted in the selection of the preferred alternative.

A number of issues were raised in response to the original Project scoping period (early 2013) and remain as 
comments received on the Draft EIR. The Resolutions of those areas of controversy are as follows.

• Maintenance and Storage Facility (MSF): Issues continued to be raised regarding the perceived 
incompatibility of MSF operations with surrounding land uses. Of the four original candidate 
MSF sites under consideration, two are now recommended for implementation - Broadway/2nd 
Street (site 4) and 11th Street/Olive Street (East) (site 2). The proposed Broadway/2nd Street 
MSF site is identified as preferred option, but the 11th Street/Olive Street (East) (Site 2) will be 
retained for consideration. Sites 1 and 3, previously under consideration, are no longer available 
as potential MSF locations. Substantial effort has been directed to determining impacts 
potentially associated with MSF operations and mitigation measures have been proposed to 
address those impacts.

• Transportation/Traffic: Comments were made regarding the potential for adverse impacts on 
traffic, particularly referencing the 11th Street corridor. As the EIR detailed traffic analysis 
shows, significant impacts were at only three intersections, two of which are associated with the 
LPA (Hill Street/7th Street and Hill Street/lst Street) and a third (Grand Avenue/lst Street) with
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the optional Grand Avenue Extension.

• Aesthetics/Visual Quality: Concerns were stated regarding the potential for obstruction of 
views, with particular reference to historic buildings. The EIR analysis concludes that views 
would only be partially affected, primarily because of overhead OCS wires. The EIR further 
notes that such wires are consistent with the historic context for the streetcar.

• Safety: Concerns were stated regarding safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. As the EIR points 
out, pedestrian safety would be maintained in the same manner as at present, using appropriate 
crosswalks and signalization controls. The EIR also acknowledges that bicycle safety is an issue 
of concern, for which mitigation measures have been proposed. However, the presence of the 
streetcar flangeways would present potential hazards to bicyclists.

• Air Quality: Some comments were received indicating a continued concern over dust and air 
emissions during construction. The EIR notes that such construction-related effects cannot be 
eliminated but they can be controlled, for which appropriate mitigation measures have been specified.

• Noise and Vibration: Concerns over noise were raised. A detailed analysis was conducted for 
the EIR that concluded that noise from streetcar wheels would exceed Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) moderate impact criteria in the vicinity of the Disney Concert Hall (under 
the optional Grand Avenue Extension), but that satisfactory mitigation was available. The 
analysis also concluded that future streetcar operations, in combination with traffic, would 
result in additional moderate impacts at certain locations along the route, but that the source of 
these impacts was attributable to the growth in background traffic.

BACKGROUND

At one time, the historic streetcar network in Los Angeles spanned more than 600 miles of the metropolitan 
area. According to the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) it was the largest 
trolley system in the world by the 1920s. Over decades, service was gradually discontinued, one route at a 
time. By 1963, diesel buses replaced the entire streetcar system. More recently, increasing traffic congestion 
and worsening environmental impacts, there has been renewed interest in mass transit. The development of 
a streetcar system in Downtown Los Angeles is part of this effort.

Restoration of a Downtown Streetcar service has been considered intermittently. For over a decade, the 
former Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA), and the former Central City Association Red Car 
Advisory Committee were integral in moving the Project forward. Advocacy groups such as Los Angeles 
Streetcar, Inc. (LASI) and members of Council District 14's "Bringing Back Broadway" initiative have been 
important in driving this effort. The Project began as a concept aimed to attract tourist and visitors. 
After 15 years of research and outreach, the Project's goal have evolved to revitalize Downtown, 
reactivate historic resources, and support economic development and enhance transit opportunities in 
Downtown Los Angeles.

In 2006, CRA finalized the Feasibility Study for the Resurrection of the Red Car Trolley Services in the Los 
Angeles Downtown Area. The 2006 Feasibility Study analyzed various alignment concepts, determined the 
feasibility of restoring the streetcar system. It also identified engineering considerations, ridership estimates
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and needs, potential costs of implementing the streetcar, and potential funding sources (CRA 2006).

At its July 9, 2010 meeting, City Council authorized the CRA to enter into an agreement with Metro to 
prepare the federally required National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) and California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) documentation for the streetcar (CF 10-0937). As part of this agreement, Metro was also 
tasked with preparing the planned Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Small Starts grant application for the 
streetcar. The City's Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering (BOE) is the Lead Agency under 
CEQA. The FTA and the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) are the Lead Agencies under 
NEPA.
EIR/Environmental Assessment (EA) into two separate documents and move forward with preparation of a 
draft EIR. Once a project alternative is considered and approved by the City Council, the FTA will prepare and 
consider an EA focused on this project alternative.

After consultation with FTA, the City decided to separate the joint administrative draft

Under contract with CRA, Metro continued the development process forward and assisted CRA with the 
Restoration of Historic Streetcar Service in Downtown Los Angeles Alternatives Analysis, which was 
completed in January 2012 (Metro 2012). The report analyzed many potential alignments in the initial 
screening process, resulting in the development of seven feasible alternatives. Those alternatives were 
evaluated across a variety of factors, including capital and operating costs, design constraints, service 
area, connections to transit and other modes of transportation, environmental impacts, and economic 
development opportunities.

CONCLUSION

The Bureau of Engineering and the Department of Transportation request that City Council certify the 
Final EIR, adopt the CEQA Findings of Fact, the Statement of Overriding Considerations and the 
Mitigation Monitoring Program, and approve the preferred Alternative 3 and MSF site 4 in concept to 
build the most prudent system. In addition, we request approval of inclusion of MSF Site 2 as alternate 
to MSF Site 4, and the Locally Preferred Alternative 2, Grand Avenue Extension, as an optional addition 
to the Project, if it can be built within the budgetary constraints and requirements. This will provide the 
most flexible option for Downtown Los Angeles Streetcar Project. The recommended LPA for the Project 
takes into account a variety of competing priorities, including environmental impacts, safety, 
accessibility, economic consideration, and funding.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

There is no General Funds impact as a result of the recommended action.

TRANSMITTALS

1. Final EIR, dated October 2016 (which includes the Draft EIR dated June 2016).

2. Mitigation Monitoring Program, dated October 2016.

3. CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations, dated October 2016.
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cc:
Honorable Councilmember Gilbert Cedillo, Council District 1 
Honorable Councilmember Paul Krekorian, Council District 2 
Honorable Councilmember Bob Blumenfield, Council District 3 
Honorable Councilmember David Ryu, Council District 4 
Honorable Councilmember Paul Koretz, Council District 5 
Honorable Councilmember Nury Martinez, Council District 6 
Honorable Councilmember Marqueece Haris-Dawson, Council District 8 
Honorable Councilmember Curren D.Price, Jr, Council District 9 
Honorable Councilmember Herb J.Wesson, Jr, Council District 10 
Honorable Councilmember Mike Bonin, Council District 11 
Honorable Councilmember Mitchell Englander, Council District 12 
Honorable Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell, Council District 13 
Honorable Councilmember Jose Huizar, Council District 14 
Honorable Councilmember Joe Buscaino, Council District 15 
Miguel Santana, City Administrative Officer 
Sharon Tso, Chief Legislative Analyst
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